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School News
NHS Competition
This year the year eight students from the school were offered the chance to win a tablet or a £50
pound Amazon gift voucher all they had to do was pick a job from the NHS and explain what the job
role is and complete a job portrait that has the chosen job on it, with a picture in the middle.
Around the portrait there was space to write about personal qualities and skills so that the judges
would learn a bit more about the job and what they had to do in more detail.
Like every job you need to have an advertisement so that was the next step. There were multiple
options that were available from a website to an animation of plasticise or your very own drama
production.
The students were supported by Mrs Hudson, the careers officer and were allowed in groups of four. I
also took part in the competition, it was hard at some points but Mrs Hudson was so kind to help us
during lunchtimes and after school.
The deadline for the competition was the 30th of January and schools all across the country were
allowed to compete. Hopefully someone in this school will win and we wish everyone the best of luck!

The Plymouth Musicality
Concert
Youth music groups from all over the city came
together and performed in the Plymouth Pavilions.
This is called ‘The Plymouth Musicality Concert’.
There are two concerts in the ‘The Plymouth
Musicality Concert’.
The first concert was from 2pm - 4.10pm. The
Children’s Military Choir, the Lipson Vale Choir and
a Band from Sir John Hunt all played in the first
concert. The Soundhouse Youth Brass Band, the
Junior Concert Band and the Royal Marines Drums
also performed in the concert.
The second concert was from 6:30pm - 8:25pm.
This had a lot more people in the crowd than the
one before, because of Plymouth Voices. The
Plymouth Voices was a choir of 150 children from
different primary schools across Plymouth. Other
youth groups which had their debut in the
‘Musicality’ performance were the SAMBA Group
and an Alternative Rock Band from Sir John Hunt.
There were also a few youth groups which have
performed in ‘The Plymouth Musicality Concert’
before, these are the Cooperative Big Band, the
Mayflower Choir, the Plymouth Youth Concert Band
and Real Steel. (By Oscar Dawson)

Why Eggs?!
A frequently asked question in today’s society is
why we use eggs at Easter. Well, for Christians
the egg is a symbol of Jesus' resurrection, and
when they are cracked open they stand for the
empty tomb. When Easter eggs were first
invented in the 19th century people would paint
chicken eggs in bright, luminous colours.
Nowadays people tend to eat chocolate eggs
from all of the popular chocolate brands.
So, when you receive your eggs this Easter you
will now know what they symbolise and how
they were invented.
(By Jack Ryan)

The Story of St Valentine
People believe that Valentine’s Day is about flowers,
hearts and romance but it means a lot more than that.
St Valentinus or Valentine was a Roman Priest at the
time when Emperor Claudius II persecuted the church.
He also prohibited the marriage of young people as a
law. He did this based on a hypotenuse that unmarried
soldiers fought better than married soldiers, because
married soldiers might be afraid of what would happen
to the wife and possible children if they died.
The church thought that marriage was a sacred bond
between a man and a woman in their life and it was
encouraged. The idea of encouraging marriage in the
Christian church was what valentine was about. So he
married soldiers and other people in secret because of
the law.
Unfortunately for valentine he was eventually caught,
imprisoned and tortured for performing marriage
ceremonies against the law of Emperor Claudius II.
(By Morgan Mclean)

Theatre Royal Pantomime
This year, Theatre Royal Plymouth put on one of
their annual pantomimes. It included celebrities
such as Duncan James and Lesley
Joseph!
There was a wide range of humour for adults and
children. This year the show was a bit different to
the usually pantomime due to the
Elaborate costumes, well thought dance routines
and the amazing
Scenery! Although, the show did feel like it had a
very slow start and a very quick which is a bit of a
downer but the humour did really make you forget
about this.
Overall, this year’s pantomime was great and I look
forward to watching the next one.
(By Jack Ryan)

Plymouth Argyle January signings: A
view from the grandstand
Argyle splashed the cash for the first time in over four years during a transfer window of mixed emotions which also
saw three others join permanently and Louis Rooney go out on loan to League Two rivals Hartlepool.
Pilgrims fan JACK FARR runs the rule over the new signings from a supporters' point of view...

NATHAN BLISSETT
The main talking point for many of us who endured the fall from grace and the financial uncertainty was the signing of
Torquay striker Nathan Blissett.
The powerful centre-forward moved to Home Park in early January for a sum that could rise to £30,000 in early
January.
To many it was a sign that the club was finally moving forwards again, away from gloomy away trips to Grimsby and
back towards the Promised Land – like away trips to Scunthorpe instead.
Blisett's debut against Stevenage in a 4-2 triumph nine days after his transfer was confirmed brought encouraging signs
for the Green Army.
It was his shot, parried by Borough 'keeper Jamie Jones that opened the door for David Goodwillie to grab his first (and
only) Argyle goal.
He also showed Argyle what they missed against Liverpool with a dominating display in a dramatic 2-1 away at
Cheltenham.
Blissett's ability to bully defenders is, to me, his biggest asset, and reminiscent of players like Zlatan Ibrahimovic and
Diego Costa.
However what Argyle have lacked this season, which was apparent on Tuesday night's 2-1 loss at Yeovil, is player who
always chases down the opposition 'keeper.
If Blissett can provide this important part of any striker's game more often, he could become a hit with the Green Army.
Fellow Pilgrim Ryan Donaldson has already shown it pays to close the 'keeper with his winner against Colchester back
in November.
On that occasion, Donaldson charged down Sam Walker in the Colchester goal and his block looped into the net for an
important late winner.

ANTONI SARCEVIC
Antoni Sarcevic made an unfortunately underwhelming debut for the Pilgrims in their 2-1 away defeat to Yeovil.
He came on in the 68th minute for Donaldson to partner David Fox.
However his arrival, although warmly accepted by the travelling Green Army did little to change the complexion of the
match.
In fact, the only point at which I, standing behind the goal, saw him was passing the ball back to Sonny Bradley.
Despite a disappointing debut in which circumstances did act against him, I believe Sarcevic could play a key role in our
promotion chase.
With Donaldson putting in regularly average performances and Yann Songo'o and Oscar Threlkeld tied up at the back,
there is room for another centre midfielder to break through.
Having previously played on the wing for Fleetwood and Crewe, Sarcevic knows what it takes to be creative in this
division.
Having signed this player on Football Manager 2013 and turning him into a regular for Argyle, I stand firm in the faith
that he can be a key cog in the Green Machine.

He is not a Carl McHugh or a Hiram Boateng, but like any new signing it is exciting to see how he may
develop.

JAKUB SOKOLIK
Jakub Sokolik was Adam's first signing of the transfer window after his short-term contract with Southend had
recently ran-out.
Since his arrival, Sokolik has been a sturdy addition to an already menacing defensive unit that was one of
only two teams to keep Liverpool out at Anfield in 2017.
His debut against Cheltenham showed his physicality and aggression as he paralleled fans favourite Sonny
Bradley – the personification of league two defending – for grit.
His goal against Yeovil 12 minutes from the end sparked a half-hearted fightback from the Pilgrims but
couldn't be the catalyst for what would have been a deserved point.

Sokolik, a Liverpool academy graduate, displayed great aggression in his defensive duties in his previous 75
professional appearances, picking up 10 yellow cards.
Pilgrim fans can expect a repeat performance of his solid display at Cheltenham which was praised by
manager Derek Adams after the match
Adams said: "He made a lot of good headers and he's tough as well. He reads the game well."
Sokolik played for the Czech Republic at youth levels, making him a valuable addition to any lower league
team with his international experience.
In addition to 12 appearances for his country's u16 and u17 teams, 61 appearances in the football league gives
him a reliable outlook.
However, well-experienced defenders have tried and failed at Home Park before, so it will be interesting to
see whether Sokolik can become a hit with the fans or not.

RYAN TAYLOR
Wembley heartbreak runs deep in the veins of every new and old Argyle fan, so new signing Ryan Taylor
should fit right in.
He scored Rotherham's two goals in their 3-2 defeat in the League Two play-off final defeat to Dagenham in
the final act of the 2009-2010 season.
Taylor takes the number 19 shirt – recently vacated by the departure of Karleigh Osborne.
Argyle fans will be hoping that Taylor can have a bigger impact than Osborne, who was sidelined for the
duration of his stay with a thigh injury.
Taylor becomes Argyle's sixth player able to play up front and like Blissett, another tall forward to keep up
with the ever increasing physicality in league two defending.
Taylor brings not only aerial presence but also a keen eye for goal and a real danger in the box once he gets on
the ball.
Many of his 47 career goals have been calm and cool bottom-corner finishes.
With calmness in front of goal a problem recently for Paul-Arnold Garita and injuries to Brunt and Spencer,
another striker may be just what Adams needs to push us back to League One.
Let's just hope a previous loan spell up the A38 doesn't mar our first opinions of him.

MATT KENNEDY
It was former Argyle boss Neil Warnock who assisted in the Green's final capture of January.
Winger Matt Kennedy, formerly of Everton, Kilmarnock and Hibernian joins on loan for Warnock's Cardiff
side.
The 22-year-old Scot has won caps at every level of the Scottish youth side, making him an exciting prospect
for the future of Cardiff.
His most recent appearance came in a 3-2 defeat by Portugal for the u21s team which remains his only cap at
this level.
While on loan at Tranmere Rovers in 2014, he drew praise from experienced manager Ronnie Moore.
Moore described him as: "quick, likes to take on defenders and will create chances for his team-mates."
With creativity in the midfield lacking recently with golden boy Graham Carey dipping in form, Kennedy
could be spark that ignites the Argyle attack once more.
Last season Argyle seemed to play best with Wylde and Jervis attacking down the wings, which could be seen
again with new boy Kennedy.
With a similar style of play to EFL Fan's Player of the Month Jake Jervis, Kennedy is sure to become a
popular figure, if given playing time.
Like any period of change in a football team, you never know what may come of it and every transfer window
has its successes and failures.
You never know, we could talk about this month when we play away to Barcelona in the Champions League
as the turning point.
Alternatively, away at Boreham Wood we may reflect on it as a disaster, but – call me an eternal optimist – I
choose to believe the former.
(By Jack Farr)

Working in the Herald
Having recently started contributing to the Herald Sports section, I can safely say that anyone looking
for a career in journalism needs to be active and look for work such as this in the community.
The first thing I noticed when I walked this large glass door and through a window I could see
myself, in a few years or so, buzzing around a host of messy desks with coffee mugs flying all over
the shop.
That’s something else obvious about these offices: they must go through about 3 harvests worth of
coffee beans a day.
Personally I don’t drink coffee or tea, so in the words of one of my colleagues, I have the “natural
drive of an F1 car.”
Being self-motivated and determined is absolutely the number one skill needed to be successful as a
part-time contributor, as everyone else works at such as a fast-pace.

At the moment, it takes me around four hours to write, check, edit and research for only a half-decent
900 word article, but some of the more experienced members of the office could do double that in an
hour-flat.
Loving what you’re writing about is the next most important aspect a journalist must have.
Being stuck in front of a computer screen for 8 hours a day, you find a routine that works for you, but
when you write about what you love the time flies quicker than a hummingbird.
In my last article I was 300 words deep into a slating of Argyle midfielder Ryan Donaldson and what
seemed like five minutes was actually 40 – I was still slating the poor lad.
The Plymouth Herald uses some fantastic technology, much more advanced than what I expected.
Because “almost all news is done online now”, the Herald has had to keep up with the increasing
demand for online articles with new ventures into the cyber world.
A good scope of technology isn’t actually necessary however as although the programmes used are
new, they’re pretty simple to use.
What is more necessary in terms of skills is genuine writing talent, which is apparent in all of the fulltime journalists I work with.
Being able to write both a thought-provoking, entertaining but also informative article is a skill as
hard as oil painting, and that what I’d describe the construction of an article like.

The research you do before writing an article sets out how successful it will be, just like the first layer
of a painting.
For example, for an upcoming article I gathered near on twenty pages of results, statistics and history
as well as conducting a number of interviews – this still won’t make the paper!
Your second layer is the words themselves – every single one must be carefully considered.
Even the addition of an ‘and’ can make all the difference, which is why this layer takes the longest – normally
about four hours for me!
Your last layer is the finer details of your article, i.e. where to insert pictures, what pictures to insert, is it to
statistics based or does it have enough statistics?
Then you hand this – what you think is a – fantastic, revolutionary, ingenious article that should be on the
front page for your editor to say “just cut out a few hundred words and it’ll be there.”
Although the people I work with are some of the nicest I have met – I could not speak higher of my mentor
Andy Phillips – journalism is simply very hard.
But the challenge of sifting through Wikipedia page on top of Wikipedia page to find one number or one name
is what keeps your pushing through.
All in all, journalism isn’t as highly paid as a footballer or as exciting as an astronaut to some, but to me
finishing a good article is equivalent to Olympic gold.

Analysing Poetry
Over the past six weeks the year eight students have
been studying poetry and how to analyse them. To
analyse the poem you need to be able to identify
poetic devices such as similes, metaphors,
onomatopoeia and imagery. Secondly, you need to
identify key vocabulary such as adjectives and
adverbs. Then you need to highlight and write down
any other key points on your poem sheet. Finally, you
will need to identify the rhyme scheme which is
normally and “A,B” rhyme scheme. This means that
the rhyming word is on every other line. An “A,A”
rhyme scheme is when the rhyming word is on the
next line. Your sons in year eight will be assessed on
analysing poetry so feel free to ask your sons for
more information about analysing poetry.
(Jack Ryan)

St Boniface Careers Event
On Thursday the 23rd of February the school hosted a careers event were
different companies made stools and told the students, who attended, about the
different job opportunities that there companies had to offer. This would help
them choose what they wanted to do in life. Some of the companies who
attended were: the Royal Navy, Plymouth University and Plymouth
Community Homes.
We asked them questions like: Do you think events like this will help the less
fortunate children to gather experiences to build a better life? Most of the
people we asked said yes they would and it would not just help them it will
help everybody to get an ideas for the choices in life.
We also asked: Do you think that this event will boost employment
levels/opportunities in life. Again, most said it will boost opportunity levels
for youngsters in life, In addition to this Jay from Community homes said that
he didn’t have opportunities like this when he was younger, so his parents
wanted him to do jobs like there’s. These events would have given him
opportunities to get me further than he is today.
The last question we asked was: As being a student ambassador, when you
were in a younger youth, did you have events like this to give you an idea of
what it would be like or information about University.
So more events like this would help students to advance and have more
opportunities in their life for them to succeed even more than they will.
(Morgan Mclean)

Logan - Movie Review
It is rare that an actor becomes known solely for one role, no matter how many they have fulfilled over their
career. Arguably the best example of this is Hugh Jackman and the claw-wielding Wolverine. For 17 years
Jackman has portrayed the character in a variety of appearances starting all the way back in 2000 with “Xmen”, his role in which was only brought about by a chance encounter between the director (Bryan Singer)
and a cleaner. After “The Last Stand” caused critical and audience outrage, Fox decided the best way to
move forward was to cash in on the popularity of Jackman’s cigar chomping mutant with the prequel “X-men
Origins: Wolverine”. To say it didn’t go as planned would be an understatement. Fans and critics hated it with
passion for its dull action, poor acting and horrid CGI. Then, once they brought the “X-men” series back to life
with “First Class”, Fox made the choice to try another stab at making a movie centred on the adamantium
laced hero. To bring this project to life, the studio turned to James Mangold, an acclaimed character
director/writer and big time “X-men” fan. While the studio allowed him the free reign to craft a slightly more
character focused story that showcased both the actor and the role’s potential, they restrained it to a 12 age
rating and forced in the cliched superhero flourishes. The outcome, “The Wolverine”, proved a success in
both box-office and reviews, so Fox asked Mangold to return to oversee another. However, this time round
he and Jackman wanted to produce something the fans wanted, something that could finally display the true
power that his character had to offer. Jackman was determined to make this both his last and the best. The
result of these dedicated efforts is “Logan”, the best comic book adaptation ever made.
Set in the year 2029, the film depicts a world run by corporations were mutant births haven’t occurred for 20
years. All the others are gone except for an older Wolverine, frail Professor X and the mutant tracker Caliban.
Logan’s age shows: he spends a lot of time walking with a limp, his healing factor doesn’t work as well with
wounds not always going away easily and his metal skeleton is slowly poisoning him causing depression and
joint pain along with weakening his healing. He works as a limo driver to buy medicine for Patrick Stewart’s
Alzheimer's ridden Charles Xavier who is prone to dangerous telekinetic seizures. Life is alright for them until
a woman begs the old X-man to help her daughter, Laura (portrayed by Dafne Keen). To tell much more of
the plot would be to spoil it and thus a crime against the film as for it to have its full emotional impact on the
audience it needs to be viewed start to finish so that they can see this character’s journey as it is meant to be
seen. The acting is the best the series has to offer, with each cast member bringing something unique to the
table. Jackman gives Logan a real sense of the effects of age, creating doubt in the viewer's mind that the
pain he is expressing isn’t real; there is noticeable regret at his core; no matter how hard he tries to do the
right thing, people he cares for get hurt and he just can’t take it anymore. There is a real bond between
Logan, his surrogate father Xavier and the girl he find in his care to the point of which it is clear that though
there is real tension between them at time, love is still present. Stewart brings believability to the pain of the
man who has the world’s most powerful brain yet has a deteriorating mental illness making it at times
uncontrollable. But the role that piques the most interest is Dafne Keen’s Laura aka X-23. For a character of
such a young age, she brings the most wildness and strength in the film, while perfectly performing little
moments of heart that will squeeze emotion from the coldest of hearts. The supporting cast is also strong:
Stephan Merchant’s Caliban was a risk when considering the actor’s comedic background but he proves that
he can do a dramatic turn as well as any other and Boyd Holbrook as the villainous Donald Pierce gives a
sense of charisma to an otherwise bland bad guy. One thing that must be mentioned is the 15 age rating,
which most will be happy to know is used to full effect, allowing the fight sequences to be as gory as a battle
with a man who has blades that burst from his knuckles should be. Foul language is a constant presence
throughout and is seamlessly blended into the dialogue without feeling out of place or overused. It is clear
that the desperation of the film makers to have this rating wasn’t due to want or “because Deadpool did it”,
but because it was needed in order to craft a story that did the characters justice. On the topic of story, it
must be noted that it has been carefully crafted to bestow the audience with the perfect blend of action and
drama to keep a more general viewer happy and to satisfy those who crave a character driven piece. The
plot is kept singular, with details about both the world and its inhabitants being revealed naturally without
feeling like forced exposition. There is a distinctly climatic feel to the movie which gives all who see it a
proper sense of conclusion; the final shot will linger with them long after the credits roll. To sum up: every part
of this film is crafted to create a real emotional response in all who watch it, fans are finally gifted with a
representation of Wolverine that is true to what he stands for and Hugh Jackman ends his run in the series
on the high he dreamed of. 5/5

Careers Events Information
In this section you’ll find some information from the Careers events what have
taken place in the collage recently. This might help you to have a better
understanding if you didn’t attend.

Passion of Christ Liturgy
All members of our school attended the Passion of Christ Liturgy today led
by Ms Hutchins and boys from Year 9 and 8. They led us through The
Passion with narration and the steps Christ took to the cross and his
tomb. We thank Ms Hutchins and the boys for this Easter reflection on our
Lord.

Carian Holder, Ben Shaw, Leon Rendle, Josh Jarvis, Owen Godfrey, Owen Evans, Alan
Wilson and Andre Thomas.

